Abstract. Due to a significant difference between single-instance learning(SIL) and multiple-instance learning(MIL), many traditional learning methods such as nearest neighbor classification, SVM and other classification algorithms are difficult to directly apply on MIL problem. Although many MIL algorithms have been proposed in recent decades, the complexity of most is high. To solve this problem, a new algorithm based on clustering and probabilistic neural network is proposed in this article. Experimental results show that the proposed approach not only can obtain a nearly good classification accuracy in classical UCI data sets, but also the algorithm complexity is reduced in comparison with other methods at the same time.
Introduction
The concept of multiple-instance learning(MIL) was originally proposed in drugs' activity prediction problem by Dietterich [1] , etc. Under such learning framework, the training set is made up of several bags with label, each bag consists of one or more instances. If the bag has at least one positive instance, it is marked as positive. Otherwise, it is marked as negative. A learning system, which is based on training bags, is intended to correctly predict the bags' label as much as possible.
In contrast to the plate type of the single instance's representation, MIL can reflect some realistic problems of logical structure, which makes it has a unique advantage on the distinction between coarse label object. It has been widely used in drug reactive molecules prediction [1] , image retrieval and computer-aided medical diagnosis [4] and other fields.
There are mainly three kinds of research approaches on the MIL algorithms of the past: Probability and statistics method. It is through mining the probability of the relation between instance and bag to solve the MIL problem. Such as diversity density (DD) algorithm [2] and DD-SVM algorithm [3] .
Algorithm adaptation method. In the framework of single-instance learning(SIL) algorithm, modify the existing SIL algorithm basing on the definition of MIL problems at the same time, it makes some data processing that is specific to MIL. Such as mi-SVM, MI-SVM [5] and neural network-based BP-MIP [6] .
Problem transformation method. By means of distance measure between bags or constructing a bag feature, translate MIL into other known SIL problems. Such as Bayesian-kNN [7] and MILES [8] .
However, most of the above algorithms' complexity is high and most of them also with a large amount of computation. So in this article a new algorithm is proposed, which combines algorithm adaptation method with problem transformation method. Firstly, reasonable cluster centers are obtained in the positive bags of training set and negative bags of training set respectively, which are used to get the bag-level features later on. Secondly we used the framework of PNN to make a more specific method to the sample data processing. Because we use cluster firstly, then combine it with PNN at the same time, so in this paper we name the algorithm as C-PNN.
Related Algorithm

Clustering Algorithm
Combined with a specific MIL example situation, firstly we can obtain the positive bags' and negative bags' cluster numbers and representative points of training set, then extract all of the useful information(similarity or dissimilarity)of training set bags(positive and negative)with the previous clustering centers related. According to the requirements of the debugging, in this article we choose the clustering algorithm of hierarchical BSAS [9] for its flexibility. Below is the brief of the algorithm:
BSAS(Basic Sequential Algorithmic Scheme):
[bel, repre]=BSAS(X, theta, q, order) Input: X is a vector matrix, theta is dissimilarity threshold, q is the maximum allowable clustering number. The order is a N-dimensional vector, which is the sample sequence executed in sequence for clustering.
Output: bel is a N-dimensional vector, the ith value indicates the ith data vector's assigned categories. The repre is a l-dimensional clustering mean vector, and its number is determined by q.
PNN Algorithm
PNN is a kind of machine learning algorithm that is similar to simulation of brain learning, it can extract knowledge from the data and apply it to new data. PNN is a excellent classification algorithm in comparison with other machine learning algorithms [10] , it mainly has the following advantages:
PNN does not need to make assumptions while dealing with data, it can automatically adjust itself to adapt to the data according to the data's weights.
PNN is a generic function approximation method that can be in any precision fitting arbitrary function.
PNN is a non-linear classifier, which is suitable for linear inseparable data processing [11] . The sketch map of PNN is described in Fig 1:   Figure 1 . Probabilistic neural network model [12] .
The Proposed C-PNN Algorithm Algorithm Analysis
Motivated by the ideas of clustering and probabilistic neural network, we propose the C-PNN algorithm in this article. This algorithm has two critical parameter, debugging through the experiment find out they have a huge influence on classification accuracy. The first one is the input parameter q for clustering, generally we can get a clear and reasonable cluster number to determine q value after calling linkage and dendrogram functions. The pseudo code of BSAS is described below:
<=threshold)&&(not reached the max cluster number q)) contain it, then update the corresponding representative; else assign it to the nearest one cluster to form a new cluster, also update; end
End
When the cluster is performed in the end, the greatest concern for us is the repre vector(clustering center representative values). At the same time it should be stressed again that the input value maximum clustering number q has a huge influence on final cluster representative values and subsequent combination of PNN. Therefore in this article, we use the linkage and dendrogram tool functions on the training set, which help us observe a hierarchical cluster tree to determine a reasonable maximum number of clustering. While it is also worth mentioning that there is no exact number of clustering, it is set by the designer reasonably. And in some cases, we may only consider positive bags' cluster centers, namely not consider negative bags' cluster centers temporarily. In other words, under such circumstances if the subsequent classifier can distinguish positive bags merely, it can also meet our requirements.
The second one is the input parameter value of PNN: spread. The selection of the value is directly related to the specific classification accuracy, whereas the value is not a optimal fixed one, only under a specific network, it has a optimal value. If the value is set too large, density estimation is smooth but details lost badly, while if the value is set too small, density estimation can present more peaks. Hence in this article's C-PNN algorithm, we add a iterative calculating code to get the optimal value of spread.
On the whole, firstly we calculate the distance(2-norm) between all the instances and previous cluster centers, then extract a minimum value of a bag for a specific cluster center, then the second smallest value multiply by a weight (1/1.9 in this article),add the two values afterwards. 
Where Bi is ith bag, reprek is kth cluster center, xij or xih is one of the ith bag's instances. If the bag has only one instance, xij or xih is the same one. Thus we get the called shortest distance dist_min for all bags that corresponds to all clustering centers(each bag was eventually converted to a numeric value), subsequently send it into PNN for training. The spread value was determined in the training part, which corresponds to a specific classifier. Finally weight/no-weight vote is used to synthesize the results of them [12] .
Algorithm Flow Chart
The algorithm flow chart is shown in Fig 2: Due to C-PNN can operate an offline training as for PNN, and also for the whole data set's bags can be transformed into a corresponding numerical value. So compared with the aforementioned algorithms, the whole algorithm can not only reduces the amount of calculation but also decreases the algorithm's complexity obviously.
Experimental Results
The Experimental Data Sets Table 1 shows the classical UCI data sets Musk1 and Musk2's features. We chose them as experimental data because they are generally used to assess MIL algorithms' performance. 
Experimental Method
Extract data as training set and test set left according to the x-Cross Valid(x-CV), then make use of all parts of the training set by y-CV to train parameters. Finally we will get multiple classifiers, acquire the final precision of the test according to the synthesis methods of classifier [13] . It can be seen from the Fig 3 that the best clustering number for positive bags is 3, for negative bags is 2 or 3. We select the 2 in fact, while 3 is also reasonable, but it will affect the subsequent value of the best spread. Table 2 shows the classification precision and computation time of different algorithms. A 4-core, 3.1Ghz computer was used for the experiments. DD-SVM and MILES used the same 10-CV method, while the proposed C-PNN adopted two kinds of method(5-CV,10-CV), each with without weighted or weighted voting. (C-PNN1 does not consist of weighted voting, C-PNN consists of weighted voting) Table 2 . Classification Precision and computation time.
Results and Analysis
A Example of Clustering Result
The Classification Precision and Computation Time
Algorithms DD-SVM [3] MILES [8] C-PNN1 C-PNN C-PNN1 C-PNN The experimental results show that the proposed C-PNN's classification precision was slightly less than DD-SVM, MILES etc. However, C-PNN's computation time was better than the other two algorithms because of the PNN's offline training mainly. Besides, as for C-PNN,5-CV's computation time are also reasonably slightly less than 10-CV, classification precision was also improved to a certain extent. Moreover, weighted voting(C-PNN) consumed more time than without weighted voting(C-PNN1) because of a more complex synthesis method.
Conclusions and Future Work
Innovation point of this article is to use the method of clustering to seek potential relationship between datas. Compared with DD-SVM,MILES and so on, this method's amount of calculation is less and it is more simple. Then we take advantage of the probabilistic neural network's excellent performance, combine it with clustering to propose a new algorithm, which can obtain a almost good classification accuracy and also with a reduced complexity. However, the classification accuracy is not good enough, hence the future work should focus on the number of clustering and synthesis of classifiers to improve the resulting accuracy. The former is the premise, it affects the whole follow-up of the algorithm, and the latter directly affects the precision of the classifier. But beyond that, we may also encounter some other subsequent problems at the same time.
